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Mamazen
Mamazen is a Startup Studio with a focus on digital, born in Turin 
in March 2017 from an idea of Farhad Alessandro Mohammadi. 
Today, there are few Venture Builders in Italy, while in 
other countries, the Startup Studio Model is well-established. 
In 2018,  Mamazen developed an ideas generation and 
validation model to improve the startup validation and launch 
process. Mamazen’s final goal is to enhance the success rate of 
every startup built to create sustainable businesses that can 
have a long-term labor impact.

Startup Studio Funding 
One of the most common questions raised when people 
approach the Startup Studio model is how Studios are structured 
and funded. 
This Paper is addressed to investors and newborn Studios. The 
aim is to provide an overview of the different structures, compare 
the advantages and disadvantages of each structure, and identify 
the most efficient way to organize and fund a Studio. 

In this Whitepaper:

• Overview of the different structures
• A comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of each

structure
• Review of key features
• Analysis of the structures’ efficiency
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Startup Studio structures

Startup Studio Fund
The Studio and the Fund are a single entity. The Studio team is the General Partner (GP) or 
Fund manager. The Studio gets liquidity through management fees applied to the invested 
capital. The Studio has some equity in each startup created; then each startup is owned by 
the Fund, which is the Studio itself. 
The Studio’s team (GP) applies a management fee and a performance fee (Carried Interest) 
based on the Fund’s performance for the investors (Limited Partners - LP). 

Single Studio Model

The Single Studio Model or Startup Studio Holding is the simplest model: the Studio creates 
new startups and finances them as a holding entity. The Studio provides resources to the 
startups and it receives back equity.
Founders and Studio’s investors own the Studio; no carry or management fees are applied. 
The Studio’s investors fully pay the capital upfront at subscription. 

Single Studio Model + Syndicate

The Single Studio Model + Syndicate mitigates the Single Studio Model downsides by 
complementing the Studio with a Syndicate.
The Studio develops and builds startups acting as a Single Studio. When the startups are ready 

StartupsStudio

The Studio gets  
equity in the startups

Studio
 Fund

Startups
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for a funding round, the LPs  invest through a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV). No management 
fees are charged on the capital, and investors commit only the capital for the current round.

Dual Entity Model 

The Dual Entity Model combines features of the other structures: the Studio is a Holding Entity 
paired with a dedicated Fund. The Studio’s management works on the Fund as a GP. 
The Fund’s first investment is in the Studio: the Fund acquires preferred stocks in the Studio 
and indirectly shares in each startup created by the Studio. 
The Fund also invests directly in the best startups created by the Studio, receiving  back 
preferred stocks. 
The Fund’s initial investment in the Studio ensures liquidity and resources to the Studio for the 
startup creation, and then they will be examined by the Fund for following-up. 
The Studio charges a management fee to the Fund (2-2.5%) and a performance fee. 

StartupsStudio SPV

The Studio gets  
equity in the startups

 LPs get 
preferred shares 
in the startups

Studio Fund 
Startups

Studio

The Fund receive 
preferred shares in 
the startupThe Studio gets  

equity in the startups
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Vantaggi e svantaggi dei quattro modelli

Single Fund Model

Advantages

• The simplicity of a single structure.
• Investor-friendly structure with a logic compared to other VC Funds.

Disadvantages

• The Fund has to load a management fee and performance fee higher than the market
average (2% management fee and 20% carry) to cover the Studio’s operating costs.

• Need to create a Fund large enough to support the Studio costs; newborn Studios do not
have a solid track record to be provided to investors.

• A large Fund may be out of proportion to the actual Studio’s production capacity.

Single Studio Model

Advantages

• Simple structure, a holding company can be easily understood by the market.

Disadvantages

• The Single Studio Model is capital intensive; it needs significant capital initially to create
the first startups.

• Studio and the investors’ interests are not aligned; the investment upfront and the Studio
allocates the resources among projects.

• Not-standard investor onboarding process.
• The Studio founder needs a strong track record to raise money paid upfront.
• Not easily comparable with a traditional fund.
• Discipline in resources allocation is required.

Single Studio Model + Syndicate

Advantages
• Control on the startup remains on the Studio and not on the SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle).
• The SPV’s agility fits well with the Studio structure.

• The Studio can independently allocate capital on projects and startups.

Disadvantages

• Identify the investors and create an SPV for each deal, this makes the investment process
complex.
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• Investors fund the startups, not the Studio, as a single entity.
• Startups are funded at the will of the investors while the Studio, which better knows the 

deals and their metrics, does not have decision power.

Dual Entity Model

Advantages

• The Fund’s first investment is in the Studio, and it aims to fund the startup production and 
cover the operating costs. The model gives the Fund low-cost access to a pipeline of highly 
successful ideas. 

• The Fund has a liquidation preference on the investment in the Studio; the Studio must 
return the entire capital to the LPs before it can benefit from the returns. The Studio and 
the Fund’s investors are aligned.

• The Studio gives the Fund access to a pipeline of startups; multiple ideas are selected and 
incubated by the Studio in parallel, the Fund has the right - not the obligation - to invest 
(first right of refusal).

• The Fund’s investment is a check-point for startups, only the best ones are funded, and 
the risk is reduced.

• The Fund’s investment in startups is on favorable, pre-defined terms; no need to renegotiate 
the terms for each deal. 

• An efficient fundraising process enhances the Studio and for the startups without 
interrupting or slowing down operations.

• In the following startup funding round, the Fund has a right of first refusal proportionally 
to the investment made and it gets the Studios pro-rata rights doubling down on winners. 

• The Studio decides on funds allocation without constraints.  
• Easy comparison with VC funds metrics.
 
Disadvantages

• Dual structure complexity. 
• Not suitable for the early stage Studio (no startup in portfolio yet).
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The most efficient way for Studio funding
We have provided an overview of different structures, advantages ,and disadvantages 
for Studio funding. 

We can summarize them as follows: 

Our analysis says that the Dual Entity is the most efficient model: it combines the advantages 
of the Single Fund Model and those of the Single Studio Model.
Working side-by-side, the Fund and the Studio create a portfolio of high-quality and low-cost 
startups, and the Fund and Studio’s interests are aligned. The model ensures stability in the 
startups’ governance.

As in the Single Studio Model, the Studio can allocate resources among its startups and 
projects freely. Thanks to the Startup Studio’s features, the structure creates a startup portfolio 
with a lower failure rate than traditional startups. 
Unlike the Single Studio Model, the Dual Entity ensures stability in the Startups’ governance: 
since the fund provides the first investment, no agreements have to be signed with third-party 
investors, so the Startup governance remains stable.  Moreover, the structure ensures an 
efficient fundraising process: both the Studio and the Startups produced can raise funds and 
get liquidity without stopping or slowing down operations.

The Dual Entity model overcomes the management fee issue typical of the Single Studio 
Model: the Fund’s investment in the Studio provides liquidity, and a low management fee 
keeps investors and Fund managers aligned.  

Compared to the other models, the Studio and the Fund together provide a further risk 
reduction: the Studio works only on those ideas that successfully pass the validation step,  
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and the Fund invests only in the best ones. This process increases the Fund’s de-risking and 
its performance. 

The Studio Model showed great success rates compared to traditional startups. The success 
rate of startups produced by a Startup Studio is 70%, 30% higher than startups that follow a 
traditional path (GSSN, 2020). 
Evidence of the validity of the model is that studios such as Science, Betaworks, and M13 have 
adopted this model, creating startups like Dollar Shave Club ($1 Billion Exit), Lyft ($24 Billion 
IPO), and Giphy ($1 Million Exit). 

How Mamazen works
Our mission is to change the way of creating companies. We want to preserve existing 
occupations and knowledge by building companies that democratize information and 
services. We believe in process automation in order to give everyone equal opportunities. 

Mamazen adopts the Dual Entity Model and is backed by Mamazen Investment Holding 1, 
an investment vehicle paired with the Studio. Mamazen’s investors have access to a highly 
curated and de-risked portfolio: the Studio Model showed impressive success rates compared 
to traditional startups.

The dual structure ensures aligned interests between investors and Studio; The Holding has a 
1X liquidation preference on the investment made by the investors: the Studio’s management 
has to return the entire capital to investors before benefit from profits from the startup’s exits. 

In addition, the Holding decreases the risk profile by investing in the 10 best-performing startups 
produced by the Studio. The board remuneration has been designed to align the interests of 
General Partners and Investors: it has been reduced to 1% to ensure total alignment between 
investors and managers.
In addition, Mamazen benefits from the Dual Entity Model features e.g. the stability in the 
startup governance and the fundraising efficiency. 
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